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Fig. 4: a) Waveform ofthe 2-us data burst sent 6rom the slave node and received at the master node,
b) A zoom-in eye diagram ofthe IO-Gbls signal, e ) BER measurements.

two nodes are connected to the AWG to demonstrate the masterislave type of synchronization.
Between the network nodes and the AWG they
are interconnected by conventional single mode
fibers (SMFs). The fiber lengths used for node I
and 2 are 8 km and 1 km, respectively.
In node 1 that plays the master role, the MFL outputs two wavelengths at 1553.3 nm and 1558.2

$,re
shbws the si&ltaneous two-wavelength
signal output. The SYNC frame would contain
flags, synchronization information and control
field. However for this particular proof-of-concept demonstration, the SYNC frame is CW with
duration of200 ns to simplify data processing at
the receiving ends. Therefore, in node 2 that is the

generates 2D 2b; time decay, where DIcorresponds to 8
and D2 corresponds to 1 !a,
respectively. The delayed trigger signal then initiates a tunable transminer to send data to node 1
by tuning the wavelength accordingly.
Fig. 4a shows at node 1 the observed waveform of
a data burst sent from the slave node. Node 2 is
synchronized with node I by checking the delay
circuit output and the master clack together using
an oscilloscope. The SYNC frames are broadcast
periodically. Node 2 generales IO-Gbis data burst
with 2"s-duration upon receiving of the trigger
signal from the delay circuit. A roam-in eye diagram is also provided in Fig. 4b. The data is generated from continuous pseudo-random ..bit

formed b y Eating thhBER tester following'the
receiver in the master node. Fig. 4c shows the
BER measurements, less than I-dB penally is
observed through the AWG and after transmission. The penally is possibly caused by the power
transient ofthe packets.
4. Conclusion
We present a sim le synchronization scheme for
wavelength-routet; star networks based on broadcasting frames from a MFL. The scheme does not
rely on out-of-band signaling or optical delay
lines, therefore it reduces the hardware cost and
simplifies the system design.
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We present a new all-optical multiwavelength
sorter designed for asynchronous, variable-length
packets. We demonstrate experimentally that the
scheme efficiently implements sorting function
without contention for 40 Gbis variable packets at
a BER of less than
without an error floor.
1.Introduction
Packet switched optical networkrr require methods
to handle contention when multiple packets compete for the same resources at e.g. switch output
ports. However, there has not been an efficient
contention resolution technique to handle contention between Intemet Protocol (IP) packets that
are inherently variable in length and arrive at a
switch asynchronously with respect to each other
[11[21.
In this paper we present a new unbuffered multiwavelength sorter (multi-h sorter) that suppons
"cry high hit-rate, variable-length packets ani"ing asynchronously. We demonsnate experimentally that the scheme can implement sorting
function without contention at error free operation
between multiple input-ports asynchronously
loaded with 40GbIs variable-length packets. To
the hest of our knowledge, this is the first time an
all-optical sorter.for asynchronous and variable
length packets has been demonstrated. The multiA sorter, which is based on the 2x2 h-contention
resolution switch (1-switch) constructed from
latching optical crass-coupled h-decision cir
cuits, converts incoming packets to new wavelengths (hl, h2 ,...,hn) according to the order of
arrival time. The packets are re-ordered at the output ports according to wavelength dependent priority without contention. The sorter is inherently
latching and maintains packet switching state for
the whole duration of the packet or overlapping
contending packets, without fragmentation while
enabling operation with any length packet m i v ing asynchronously at multiple input ports.

2. Principle of Operation
The architecture afthe all-optical multi-h sorter is
shown schematicallv in Firmre 1 can be used as
front end to an optical s w k h stage. The packet
sorter is a multi-stage asynchronous switch consisting of multiple 2x2 h-contention resolution
switches. The function of sorter is to sort the
incoming packets on original wavelength h, so
that first-in packets arrive at the tap outputs with
hI and last in packets at the bottom outputs with
1,. The 2x2 h-contention resolution switches
operate asynchronously and are latching so that
packets that arrive first or overlapping packets
arriving in the 2x2 h-contention resolution switch
at the same time, will he completely switched to
the correct pori without fragmentation. All packets with different wavelengths are switched simultaneously to desired links using an optical switch.
Variable-length packets P("l'n where packet 'n'
anives at the input OR kn': P(i)l P(Ii2, ...,
PLii and P(2)1, ..., P In,..., and Pln)l,..., and
arrive asynchronously at the input-ports on
h,. Increasing length fiber delay lines are used to
provide fixed processing time delays between
switches. P(l)l and P(2i1are processed by the fmt
2x2 h-switch (SI)according to the following NIC
(i) if P(lil arrives fmt it is converted to hl and
P 2)1 is converted to h ; ii) ifP(2)l actives first it
is converted to hl and2P(l)l to h,; (jii) when any
one of two packets is absent, the switch outputs a
packer with XI. Considering ossible case that
P('),comes first among P(') PF2I1and P(3)1,second (SI) and third 2x2 h-swkhes Sa) are used to
further process P(')I, PC2)land P ) I then assign
hl, A2 and h, to them according lo the same above
rules. This process continues for P(~),,~ ( ~ ) 1 . . . . ,
and P(n), until all packets are sorted at the first
stage according to the rule described above. In
order to handle all n incoming packets, n(n-l)/2
cascaded 2x2 h-contention resoltuion switches
need to be used.
It is important to emphasize the mechanism by
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3. Experiment Setup and Results
The experimental setup for demonstrating operatian of P(2) packet h-decision in a 2x2 contention
resolution switch is shown in Figure 3. A IOGHz
fiber ring laser is used to generate pulses at
1555nm ( h $ Its output was modulated with a
variable length (PRBS 2”-I) packet Source
(BERT), and then multiplexed from IOGbIs to
40Gbls. To demonstrate asynchronous and variable length packets, the 40Ghls data output was
split into two parts by B spliner: one part was
regarded as input packets of P(211, ...,P(2)n at
input-part land the other part went throu h a fiber
spool ( - I l , 2 p delay) as packets of P(61, P(l),,
...,P(n)lat input-port 2. Considering the delay
time of the fiber spool, we generated four packet
lengths, 4.7ps, 4.5ps, 4 . 7 ~ and
‘ ~ 4 . 9 ~ sin duration
which
.
is shown as the
and interval time is 0 . 8 ~ ~
inset waveform in Figure 3.
In the first experiment, we demonstrated that 1 2
optical probe signal was produced basing on
packet errival sequence at input-part 2. The probe
circuit consists of two parts: one part is constlucted from CW fiber ring laser stlucNre When
packets present, packets suppressed the lasing in
the CW ring laser; the other pan is a cro~sgain
modulation (XGM) function to invert the CW
ring laser output signal to the same polarity as the
existence of packets using another SOA. A new
wavelength 1547”
(A2) was simultaneously
issued during this processing step.
We used an acausto-optical modulator (AOM) to
simulate hl optical probe signal. The signal f“
AOM has the wavelength 1558nm hl) and was
split into two parts: one part feedbacks to control
the h2 probe signal; the other pan was delayed to
combine with h2 probe signal to form desired
hl+h2 probe signal as the input probe s i p a l far
wavelength conversion of the packets at inputport 2. Corresponding timing diagram was
recorded as shown as the inset waveform in Figure 3. Then, the hl+h2probe signal was coupled
with the packets at input-port 2 to enter a fiber
wavelength converter 131. As shown as the inset
waveform in Figure 3, three wavelengths are
present simultaneously in the input signal for the
wavelength converter, which are A,:1555nm,
hl:1558nm, h2:1547nm, respectively.
In the second experiment, we demonstrated that
the packets at input-pon 2 (data signal) were eonverted from & to hl or L2 depending on the different arrival time, which is shown as the inset
waveform in Figure 3. The corresponding eye diagrams arc clean and open well. Since hi part of
the output packets was directly produced by
AOM (simulation signal), only BER of h2 part
was measured and plotted as a function of the
received optical power, which is also shown in
Figure 3. The dashed lines are the BER ewes far
back-to-back (BTB) and the solid lines are the
BER curves far h2 (1547mn) part of output packets. The maxi” power penal for any channel
is less than 3-dB at BER of 10 compared with
the input packets. The power penalty was mainly
caused by the relatively low optical probe signals.
4. Summary and Conclusion
We have presented a new all-optical bufferless
multiwavelength sorter for asynchronous variable
length packets without contention. BER results
show that it is error free aperation for 4OGbls
variable length packets. The maximum power
penalty for any channel is less than 3-68 compared with back-to-back. The priority strategy
used in the multi-h sorter can easily be modified
to accommodate other schemes.
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Fig. I Proposed all-optical sorting scheme for multiple packets
2x2 l-~ontsntlon F Z S O I ~ U I ~ ~ S W I C ~

@)
Fig. 2 (a) Structure and ope<ation principle of 2x2 h-contention resolution switch @) Timing diagram
for probe signals generated
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Fig. 3 Experimental setup. MOD: Modulator. PC: Polarization Contmller. OBPF Optical Bandwidthpass Filter
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We show that the main capital cost for remote
configurability in optical networks lies in how
OEO resources must be pre-deployed in preparation for the next connection request. Photonic
switches reduce this cost significantly compared
to electrical switches.
1. Introduction
Optical networks are expected to become
remotely configurable (also termed "agile") in the
near future. This capability will reduce the operational expenses (OPEX) of dispatching craftspeople to remote sites for manually configuring
connections. It will also reduce the time for setting up new SeNiCeS, thereby preventing delays in
revenues for new SeNiCeS or even loss ofcustomers to competing c a " . Once connection setup
times are in the order of minutes to seconds, network agility will also enable new types of services at the photonic layer, such as bandwidth on
demand and automated photonic restoration.
At the same time, network agility does not come
for free. Today's photonic networks are typically
based on fixed photonic components that cannot
m e to support a different connection configuration. Introducing tunable components will somewhat increase the cost of the solution 111. Even
more importantly, such automation means that the
relevant resources to ruppon the next connection
request must be in place before hand and thus the
cost of the network must always be higher than
the absolute minimum needed for the current
level of traffic. This phenomenon is called "predeployment" of resources (or "over-provisioning"). Since photonic layer resources - in particular transponders and regenerators (termed OEOs
herein) - are expensive. network agility has a capital expense (CAPEX) implication that to some
degree offsets the above OPEX advantages.
We believe that the extent of network agility represents one of the key dilemmas carriers will be
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working has been focusing on the:onu61 plane of
the network (e.g., [2]), very little has been done
on how to size the physical network for such
dynamism (e.g.. [3]), and we are not aware of any
work that takes into account the required predeployment of hardware to this end. This is the
focus of our naner.
2. Architectiris for photonic network agility
The architectures for network agility at the optical
hansport layer can be broadly classified into two
majar categories:
(a) Agile electrical overlsy: a static photonic
layer with an agile electrical overlay layer, using
EXCs supports the benefits of photonic bypass
while avoiding photonic switching. Note that the
use of EXCs does not imply that the network is
fully opague, as shown in Fig. l(a) vs. Fig. I(%).
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Figure l : Architectures for the agile optical tmmport layer
onto any wavelength on the line, as shown in Fig.
I(c), where the same OEO can be used to connect
to different remote sites depending on the cunent
demands.
3. Cost of network agility
Any agile solution requires pre-deployment of
enough ~csources to suppoti future traffic
demands Until the next time craftspeople are dispatched to the site. In the photonic network case,
the predominant cost of pre-deployment is associated with OEOs due to their relative high cost "ersus the cost of the line systems and due to the fact
that the line systems wically @ut not always)
have enough spare wavelengths to support additional traffic while OEOs are deployed on a perconnection basis. In an ideal world, where traffic
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using this information to determine how many
~ ~ S O U T Eare
~ S needed in a particular direction out
of a node to support the forecast. In this case,
there is no waste in resources over a manual network, in which resouces are deployed when traffic demands materialize. However, in reality
traffic forecasts are inaccurate. As a result, the
ore-deployed resources are not always positioned

since the photonic switch can direct any OEO
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nexibility to connect it tcii;der the Znd or the 3"
node. The move from per-adjacency forecasts to
nodal forecasts reduces the dependency on their
accuracy and reduces the number of pre-deployed
" m e s
assuming imperfect forecasts. Even
mare importantly, it simplifies the planning process for the carrier, which in tum has a potential to
funher reduce the operational cost.
All of the factors described above uanslate into a
different cost of the network for the different
models of agility To illustrate this, a comprehensive network study, usin%=real long-haulUS network with real traffic demands, and based on real
equipment costs was performed. The results ofthe
study are shown in Fig. 2. The figure compares
four network models: two manual networks - one
with traffic growth but no chum (i.e., infinite con-

did noi include opaqie netw&!is since Thei; cost
was much hiEher than any of the other altem-

~

I&;@)
set up a sub-ipti&l route for the &ffic
using existing m o u e s ; 01 (3) send craftspeople
to put the right resources in as needed. Assuming
traflic demands have to be quickly satisfied, the
third alternative is not viable. The second alternative creates long-term inefficiencies in the network since carriers' are reluctant to later optimize
their network.
Inaccurate traffic forecasts are handled better if
the photonic layer is agile, as opposed to electrical
agility. In opaque networks (Fig. I(a)) electrical
agility requires forecasts on a per-link basis, since
one has to connect OEOs in the right direction out
of a node. Thus forecasts have to be accurate
down to the link level. The problem is exacerbitrd in nemorkr uhcr: clcctncd agili? 1, c0.1.
pled uirh non-agile phdlonir bjpari (Fig Icbii.
sm;i the OtOr h a w to he anner.t?d to the nrhl
hotonic adiacenc , not just to the right link.
f! one lightpath c k e c t s the 1%'node to the 2"
nodc mlndahther lightpath cmncct, thc 1" nod5
w thu 3" nddr with photonlc h)p:w at the 2 O
node ( 3 s ahown m th: tieurel. 1 x 2OtOr ha\e to
be pre-deployedio alioiifliiibility to reach node
2 or node 3 from node I . We term this the "pre-
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while others are recurring OPEX, we use the
"total cost of ownership" (TCO) to compare them,
which we approximate by adding the CAPEX and
the OPEX over a 5 year penod and normallre
based on the manual network without chum,
For each of the four options considered, the network was designed to accommodate two realworld traffic projections, A and B. The overall
number of demands in A and B are the same,
however 20% ofthe A-2s (originations and terminations) are different. In the case of the manual
scenarios,due to lack ofremate agility, there is no
need to pre-deploy resources, hence the OEOs are
dedoved as the traffic demand materializes.

sioned based- on traffic pattern A. ihein the
network is presented demands from panem B.Ifa
particular demand cannot be satisfied through
existing resources, additional resources, mainly
OEOs and switching elements, are computed. At
the end of this planning exercise, the network is
capable to satisfy either of demand pattem A or B.
From the economic analysis presented in Fig. 2, it
is evident that a manually configured network is
low cost if traffic stays for long periods oftime. If
the holding time of a connection is reduced, it

~

grated) termhate these IighGaths into the EXC.
During normal operation, the EXCs switch traffic
beyeen these lightpaths without manual inter"entlon.
(b) Agile photonic layer: In this case, agility is
provided through photonic switching elements,
which maintain the signal in the optical domain.
For the purposes of this discussion, it does not
matter what technology is used for photonic
switching, as long as it provides full flexibility
We use the term PXCs to represent this function.
Such a PXC allows full access to the line capacity
by dynamically connecting any OEO resource

I
F i b r e 2 Cost ofthe network with and without agility
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